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Abstract—Soft growing robots are a novel concept that uses
fluid flow to increase in length at the tip. Using effective steering
mechanisms, soft-growing robots can grow along the desired
path. Series pneumatic artificial muscles (sPAMs) are used as
steering actuators in contemporary soft-growing robots. This
paper presents the experimental evaluation of the effect of the
sPAM configuration on the bending of a soft-growing robot. The
paper also includes the design and fabrication of the robot body
and the sPAMs, the experimental setup, and the analysis of the
observed results. The soft-growing robot body and sPAMs are
made of low-density polyethylene (LDPE). The effect of four
sPAM configurations (n sPAMs in m groups) on the bending angle
and the blocked force is experimentally evaluated. Experimental
results show that the bending angle is proportional to the number
of sPAMs in a group (Bending angle reduces from 33o to 12o as
the number of sPAMs in the group is reduced from 6 to 2). The
blocked force applied by the robot tip remains constant over
all the tested sPAM configurations. Hence, by varying sPAM
configurations, a designer will be able to change the bending
angle of a soft-growing robot without affecting tip forces.

Index Terms—Artificial muscles, Bio-inspired design, Soft
Robot Materials and Design, Vine robot

I. INTRODUCTION

Apical extension, also known as tip extension, is a type of
movement observed in nature that is rarely seen in robotic
systems. In nature, this phenomenon can be witnessed in
individual cells [1], neurons [2], and trailing vines. When
moving using apical extension, the body extends progressively
from its base, with volume added almost solely to its distal
end. Because apical extension entails no relative movement of
the body in relation to the environment, the body can stretch
along confined paths without friction from sliding against the
surroundings (Fig. 1). With the recent interest in developing

bio-inspired robotic systems [3]–[6], research has extended
towards utilizing biological tip growth in robotic systems [7]–
[9].

Tip-extension robots utilize thin, constantly malleable, and
compliant designs, making them excellent candidates for ap-
plications requiring manipulation or navigating within con-
strained and unstructured environments. Recent developments
in tip-extending soft-growing robots including search and
rescue [7], coral reef exploration [10], minimally invasive
surgery [11].

Growing robots require appropriate active or passive steer-
ing methods to move through unstructured, constrained en-
vironments. Several actuation methods, such as the fluidic

Fig. 1. Apical extension, where the body lengthens from its tip.978-1-6654-8786-3/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE



fabric muscle sheets (FFMS) [12] and Pneumatic Artificial
Muscles (PAMs) [13], have been proposed in recent literature
for the use of soft-growing robots. PAMs are soft reinforced
membranes that expand, contract or bend when filled with
pressurized air or vacuumed [7]. PAMs have been suggested
as a better steering option over FFMS for use in soft growing
robots [14]. Recent literature presents, several types of PAMs
such as series PAMs [13], McKibben Muscles [15], pouch
motors [16], pleated PAMs, and inverse PAMs (IPAMs) [17].

In steering a soft-growing robot within an unstructured
environment, its bending angles and forces applied during
bending become important factors. In this paper, the authors
experimentally evaluate the effect of actuator location on the
bending angle and forces of a soft-growing robot. The focus
has been limited to series PAMs (sPAMs) as steering actuators
in this paper, due to their advantage in attaching to the robot
body over FFMS and other PAMs.

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II describes the
related work on series Pneumatic Artificial Muscles (sPAMs).
Sec. III discusses how an unique method was utilized to
evaluate actuator performance in growing robot bending. Sec.
IV demonstrates the experimental setup. Sec. V discusses how
the result were analyzed. Sec. VI concludes the study by
presenting the final results of our studies as well as the future
work.

II. RELATED WORK

Recent work on soft growing robot steering is presented
in this section. Common steering actuation methods include
inverse PAMs (IPAMs) and series PAMs (sPAMs).

IPAMs, operating in reverse to conventional PAMs, have
been used to steer soft-growing robots in vertically extending
antenna [18] and helical growth [19]. The IPAMs provide
good steering assist, but is limited by the complex attachment
process to the robot body for use in unstructured and cluttered
environments.

Series PAMs are another approach to soft-growing robot
steering. These are attached to the robot’s body and are everted
at the initial stage. Attaching them to the robot body is
complex compared IPAMs [13]. Greer et.al. uses sPAMs and
the robot body made from thin-walled polythene tubing and
actuated at 6.9-20.7 kPa [13]. In this robot, the whole length
of the body moves during the steering process and the robot
steering is independent of the growth. As this is a novel area
of research, little study has been conducted on evaluating the
effect of sPAM configuration on steering performance. Hence,
as sPAMs are found to be an interesting solution for soft-
growing robot steering, there is a need to study the effect of
their configuration on steering.

III. METHODOLOGY

Recent literature suggests sPAMs as a good steering actuator
for soft-growing robots. Hence, in this paper, we study the
effect of varying sPAM configuration on bending angle and
blocked force during the bending of a soft-growing robot. Sev-
eral sPAM configurations are tested on a soft-growing robot

to experimentally evaluate the bending angle and the blocked
force. Several unique sPAM configuration combinations are
evaluated during this process. In the following section, we
describe the arrangement of the sPAMs, the fabrication of a
soft-growing robot that uses these sPAMs as actuators, and
how the robot is actuated.

A. sPAMs arrangement

Four different sPAM configurations are evaluated in this
paper. The growing robot’s fully extended length was fixed
at 1.5 m and 12 sPAMs were selected as an initial actuator
configuration. To obtain uniform bi-directional bending 12
sPAMs are to be fixed on both left and right sides of the robot.
The 12 sPAMs were made into four configurations of sPAMs
given by n sPAMS in m groups. Each configuration is shown
in Table I. The sPAMs were then symmetrically attached to
the robot body. (Fig. 2).

B. Fabrication

Low-Density Polyethylene (LDPE) was chosen as the ma-
terial for both the robot body and the sPAMs guided by
recent literature. The robot body and the sPAMs were made
using LDPE films with thicknesses 0.076 mm and 0.04 mm,
respectively. sPAMs were made using material of higher
thickness to allow them to operate at higher pressures. The
robot body diameter was 102 mm and PAM diameter was 38
mm. The length of a single PAM is 50 mm. The robot’s body
was made out to be 1.5 meters long when fully extended,
with one end (distal tip) thermally sealed. The 38 mm LDPE
film was then cut to the necessary lengths in accordance with
the chosen arrangements. They were then partially thermally
sealed, with a 10-mm-wide gap in the center. The gap between
two consecutive openings (length of PAM) was 50 mm. Later
Silicon rubber tubes were connected to each set of sPAM

Fig. 2. Multiple sPAMs configurations.

TABLE I
SPAMS CONFIGURATIONS

Configuration Number of sPAMs Number of
in a group n groups m

1 6 2
2 4 3
3 3 4
4 2 6



Fig. 3. Fabrication process of sPAMs and robot body.

groups, which were then attached to the robot body with
double-sided tape. Then robot’s proximal end was attached
to the robot base. Finally the robot body was then inverted
into the robot base along with the attached sPAMs (Fig. 3).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section presents the experimental evaluation of bending
angle and the blocked force of the soft-growing robot with
different sPAM configurations. The controller setup shown
in Fig. 4 was used to drive extension and bending in both
types of experiments. The controller consists an air compressor
(displacement type, 24l), a digital pressure regulator (SMC,
ITV-2030), an air blower (Ingco, AB4018/400W), flow control
valves, pressure release valves, and a microcontroller board
(Arduino, UNO). The sPAM pressure was maintained at 10
kPa, and the main body was extended at 90 cfm. A waste gate
was used to maintain the blower airflow at 90 cfm. In each
test arrangement the base of the robot was fixed to a frame,

Fig. 4. Experimental test setup.

Fig. 5. Bending angle evaluation A) Unactuated state. B) Left-handed bending
and right-handed bending for the 4 sPAMs x 3 configuration.

and the growing robot extension and and sPAM actuation was
controlled via the controller setup described above.

A. Bending angle evaluation

The test setup shown in Fig. 5 was used to evaluate the
bending angle performance of each sPAM configuration. A
camera (iSight-12MP, f/1.8, 26mm (wide)), was fixed above
the test setup looking down, and the maximum bending angle
position was recorded as an image. A marker placed at the
tip of the robot body was used to track the bending angle via
post-processing using ImageJ. Experiments were carried out
for eight times for each of the four sPAM configurations.

B. Blocked force evaluation

The test setup shown in Fig. 6 was used to evaluate the
blocked force performance of each sPAM configuration. A
force-gauge (Mark-10, M4-20) fixed to the base frame used to
measure the blocked force for each sPAM configuration. The
blocked force was measured for both left and right-handed
bending.

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS

The results of the bending angle performance for each sPAM
configuration is shown in Fig. 7. The bending angle is shown
to decrease as the number of sPAMs in a group decrease, or
as the number of groups increase. As the number of sPAMs

Fig. 6. Experimental setup used to evaluate the blocked force at the tip.



Fig. 7. Variation of robot body bending angle neglecting outliers for each
sPAMs configuration (Outlier data points are given by red triangles).

Fig. 8. Cross sectional view of sPAMs arrangement on the robot body. A)
Ideal arrangement. B) Actual arrangement.

per group decrease the applied bending forces are reduced,
and we consider this to be the reason behind the bending
angle decrease. This suggests the possibility of tuning the soft-
robot bending angle by varying the sPAM configuration for
improved steering performance. It can be observed that, there
is a difference between the bending angle performance when
bending right vs. bending left. We hypothesise that the reason
behind this is the asymmetry of the sPAMs on the robot body.
The sPAMs were assumed to be fixed to the robot body as
shown in Fig. 8 a). Upon closer inspection of the robot, it was
found to be as shown in Fig. 8 b). This might have been the
reason behind this variation.

The results of the bending angle performance for each sPAM
configuration is shown in Fig. 9. The blocked force at the tip of
the soft-growing robot is observed to be unaffected by varying
the sPAM configuration. The blocked force varies between 0.1
to 0.15 N. (It should be noted that the resolution of the used
force gauge is 0.05 N.) Further, the blocked force at the tip
remains constant with the direction of bending as well.

VI. CONCLUSION

Soft growing robots is a recently developed area in soft
robotics. Several methods have been proposed for soft-growing

Fig. 9. Blocked force at the tip of the robot with each sPAMs configuration.

robot steering , and there is a need to evaluate their perfor-
mance. Series PAMs (sPAMs) are one such option in steering
actuators for soft-growing robots. This paper presents an ex-
perimental evaluation of the effect sPAM configuration has on
a soft-growing robots motion in terms of bending angle and the
tip force. Four sPAMs configurations (n sPAMS in m groups)
were tested in this paper. The sPAMs were attached to the
robot body, divided into small groups instead of a single series,
and its’ effect on bending performance was evaluated for both
sides (left and right) of actuation. The experimental results
show that, there is minimal effect of sPAM configuration in
the applied blocked force at the robot tip. In contrast, the
sPAM configuration affected the bending angle performance
more actively. When the sPAM arrangement is more dispersed
throughout the robot body, the bending angle was decreased.
Hence, we observe that the configuration of sPAMs along the
robot body could be designed to achieve required bending
performances with out affecting tip forces.It was also observed
that longer sPAM series had larger bending angles vs. smaller
sPAM series. There is a variance in the left and right-side
bending performance, which may be due to the asymmetry
in the sPAM attachment on the robot body. In this study
the focus was limited to sPAMs, and in future this can be
extended to study the effects of FFMS, other types of PAMs,
such as IPAMs. The effect of body and material properties on
bending performance can also be studied further. These studies
can be extended to develop a design framework for soft-robot
development for a specific application.
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